
Infinite Golf

**About Infinite Golf**

Infinite Golf is a sports game in which players have to shoot a golf ball into as many holes as

possible. On this infinite golf course everything is about achieving the highest possible score.

In Infinite Golf, you are on an infinite golf course. Here it is your job to shoot the golf ball into as

many holes as possible. You get a point for every ball you hole. Since Infinite Golf is a high score

game, your goal is to get as many points as possible during the game. For each hole you have two

balls available. If you can not make it to the hole with these two balls, the game is over for you.

You can earn an extra ball or a second chance by watching advertisements. If you played good

rounds and scored many points, you can also unlock new skins or balls.

**Infinite Golf - Features:**

- Shoot the ball: As the name of the game already suggests, Infinite Golf is all about golf. However,

you play on a very special golf course: in contrast to normal golf courses, this golf course is

endless. So, as soon as you've holed a ball, the next hole is waiting for you. Infinite Golf is a so-

called high score game. This means that your goal is to score as high as possible in each round.

You get a point for every ball you hole. To hole a ball, you have a total of two balls available. If you

do not manage to reach the hole with these two balls, the game is over for you and you have to

start over. For an extra ball or a second try you usually have to look at a short advertisement.

- Drag and Aim: The control of Infinite Golf is easy. You control the golf ball by pulling your finger

across the screen. With this pulling movement you aim the ball in the direction of the hole. Try

different angles and see the expected trajectory of the ball. If you release the screen, the ball will

fly. But shooting the ball into the hole is not as easy as it seems. The golf course is not even, but

extremely hilly.

- Unlock new balls and skins: If you reach good scores or set a new high score, new skins or balls

can be unlocked.

Conclusion: Infinite Golf is not only for golf fans an absolute must. The entertaining virtual game

of golf convinces above all by a simple and intuitive learnable control and is thus also suitable for

younger players.


